
CAST Lighting – Old world craftsmanship. . .today’s technology®

Landscape Lighting can be beautiful. . .

. . .and romantic.

Transform your nighttime experience.

Professionally designed  
Landscape Lighting  

is an investment that  
rewards you every night. 



Dear Homeowner,

When you drive onto your property at night, do you see the 
beauty of your landscape? Does your house glow with a soft and 
welcoming illumination?

When you relax in the evening on your back deck, are you  
sitting in a glare-free, subtle and romantic light? Can you enjoy 
the beauty of the surrounding landscape?

If these questions leave you wondering what you might be missing, 
let me assure you that we can transform your nighttime experience. 
We can help you to love your home and property as much at night 
as you do during the day. 

The benefits of low voltage landscape lighting are many.

Beauty - •	 Landscape lighting reveals beauty already there and it creates new beauty with 
compelling patterns of shadow and light.

Safety and Security - •	 Landscape lighting replaces glaring security lights with glare-free 
illumination. Lights are positioned to direct low levels of soft lighting in all critical regions 
to assure safe passage throughout your property and to protect your home from intruders.

Romance -•	  We will position lights around decks, patios and pool areas to provide just the 
right amount of soft and romantic illumination.

Energy Savings - •	 Low voltage lighting consumes 1/3 the energy of 120-volt lighting. We 
will also give you control over when the lights turn on and off.

Honestly, you will never regret investing in one our landscape lighting systems. We use CAST 
Lighting fixtures, transformers and other system components. Constructed of solid sand-cast 
bronze, CAST fixtures are the most durable and well-designed lights available anywhere. We 
use CAST Lighting because we want your landscape lighting system to work on day one and for 
years to come.

You can trust us to create the perfect lighting design that fits your property and your lifestyle. 
We are highly skilled at what we do and are professional in the way we do it.

Call us to learn more.

www.cast-lighting.com
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CAST Lighting fixtures ensure 
longevity and performance.


